NET PLUS ULTRA
Is a curiosity cabinet orchestrated by David Magnin
and Géraldine Postel.
This group exhibition presents the
beginnings of an archaeology of connected art,
including works by leading contemporary artists and
pioneers of numeric arts.

An exhibition organized with the support of

« What’s Love Got To Do With It ? », an ongoing piece by Devon Dikeou 2019

GALERIE MANNERHEIM & CO
11 rue Sainte Anastase Paris 75003
OPEN TUESDAY – SATURDAY FROM 11AM TO 7PM Opening Thursday 18th of April from 6pm to

WOLFGANG STAEHLE
http://www.wolfgangstaehle.info/

Portraits of artist PETER FIEND and galerist TAMAS BANOVICH
from POSTMASTERS drawn with data cracked from their
respective Gmail accounts

Portraits of friends drawn with
data cracked from their
respective Gmail accounts

WOLFGANG STAEHLE,
Wolfgang Staehle was born in Stuttgart, Germany, in 1950. He attended the Freie
Kunstschule in Stuttgart and, in 1976, he moved to New York to attend the School of Visual
Arts of New York (BFA) where he studied with Joseph Kosuth (Conceptuel Art), Marshall
Blonsky (Semiotics), Robert Mangold (Painting), Jackie Winsor (Sculpture), Richard Van
Buren (Sculpture), Storm De Hirsch (Experimental Film), Todd Watts (Photography), Ed
Bowes (Video), Anina Nosei (Art History) et Jeanne Siegel (Art History).
The German Artist is the first to have created a website dedicated to Art and artists:
TheThing.net in 1995 in NYC. Known for his video installations transmitting live landscape he
has accidentally captured the 9/11 catastrophic. Here, he presents portraits of artists and
gallerists from their Gmail accounts and Facebook which have been "cracked" and draws
their social portraits based on the typology of their connections. Today he exhibits
internationally at the New Museum, the Fondation Cartier…

MILTOS MANETAS
http://timeline.manetas.com

MILTOS MANETAS, painter, conceptual artist and Greek theorist, founder of
the NEEN movement, the first artistic movement of the 21st century
(launched at Gagosian in New York in 2003).
He creates The Internet Pavillion at the Venise Biennale in 2009 and is the
first artist to paint computers, cables and video games in the history of
painting in 1995, his work evolves through drawings and performances with
smartphones and other connected devices.
Miltos Manetas is considered one of the pioneers of connected art. Today
he exhibits internationally and is included in major collections.
GPS capture before the accident - acrylic on canvas + drawings & film captures

RAFAEL ROZENDAAL
https://www.newrafael.com/

http://www.startstopgo.com/

http://www.manymoment.com/

RAFAEL ROZENDAAL,
The Brazilian American artist lives and works mainly inNew York. Born in 1980 to
artist parents, Rozendaal began to paint and draw during his childhood before
begining his studies at the Academy Beeldende Kunsten of Maastricht, where he
was awarded his diploma in 2002. In his own words, he uses the internet like a
backdrop. His artistic work covers websites, installations and drawings. He
weaves mirrored screen images and even writes haïkus. He organizes speaking
tous worldwide and is an author. His main activity consists of his screen works,
each one with it’s own domain with about 30 million visits every year.

MARIE MAILLARD
https://www.mariemaillard.com/

MARIE MAILLARD, presents a work in augmented reality AR which is
discovered through an interactive application by means of a Smartphone or
a digital tablet. This piece was developed Jigen Interactive Studio. The
installation of her AR work enhances one’s view of the urban space.
Recognized by Karl Largerfeld She exhibited her first wallpaper video at the
Bon Marché and after at the Metropolitan Museum in New York as part of a
CHANEL exhibition. She also collaborates with the architect Jean Nouvel.
AR - augmented reality– interactive piece
Activated with Phone Application – Free App download Marie Maillard

LAURENT SAKSIK
http://laurentsaksik.com/

LAURENT SAKSIK presents codex a procedural work: a matrix in the form of a drawing
produced by an algorithm of his own conception. It is a collaborative work that invites the
collector to intervene. After his studies in Philosophy and Physics, Laurent Saksik turned
towards painting, allowing him to be a resident at the Villa Médicis in 1993. Here he
developped a method of light and colour which, rather quickly, became more elaborate
through the creation of works linking sensitive experience and the real. He continued his
research through methods of volume, sculpture and installations, using various types of
light conducting material. Today, the digital revolution offers Laurent Saksik the possibility
to create innovative forms to inspire new perceptions. Reactivating his scientific and
digital knowledge, he has created a creative tool, baptised RROSE, a parametric
algorithm of drawings which generates vectoral files in .svg.

NAO OKAWA
http://naookawa.tumblr.com/

The Japanese fashion designer, NAO OKAWA, presents for the first time a
double-reading dress which integrates an AR application. This allows the viewer
to look at the garment as a living costume, offering a new vision of connected
fashion. This dress was designed in collaboration with le Coc Sportif Japan, by
the artistic director of the capsule collection NAO OKAWA X Le Coq Before
Japan.
Nao Okawa, who has an honours degree from ESMOD, has previously
collaborated with the biggest brands and designers including Jean Paul
Gauthier, Guy Laroche, Chloé, Marithé & François Girbaud. He is currently the
director of « lifestyle » at Repetto.
Fashion piece of clothing including AR – interactive piece with application

DMGP OBSERVATORY
www.DMGPobservatory.com

DMGP OBSERVATORY
This exhibition space leaves the white cube behind; It is a space without closed walls, immersed in nature which
in turn introduces the notion of gamification in the presentation of Art. This virtual space of 8km2 is designed, is
an initiative of the collectors and curators David Magnin and Géraldine Postel is the first virtual space for
contemporary art created by video game software.
This space consists of presenting works from the respective collections of the curators David Magnin and
Géraldine Postel. DMGPobservatory.com is developed by the artist and developer ARNAUD PEPIN-DONAT.
With the observatory, the collectors and featured artists can also present works which are available to order. This
interface is therefore used in order to support an ongoing project of an artists residence in the Alps.

DEJODE & LACOMBE
http://dejodelacombe.com/

DEJODE & LACOMBE present their Château Entremont, a building that
inaugurates the call for projects for the future realization of an artists'
residence and publishing house that connects DMGP Observatory, to a future
physical experience. Here, Sophie Dejode et Bertrand Lacombe present a
scale model and t-shirt design dedicated to supporting the the artists
residency project of the DMGP observatory.
LIMITED EDITION T-SHIRTS available.

Appel à Projet résidence sur DMGPobservatory.com
et Pièce AR construite – impression sur T-shirt

DAVID ANCELIN
http://davidancelin.free.fr/

Summer Wine 2017
Amphora, diving palm, neoprene,
Steel, wood 145/50/50 cm

Acapulco Chair 2018 dans DMGP Observatory

DAVID ANCELIN,
The French artist presents Summer Wine, an ’archaeological wink’ currently being
integrated into DMGP Observatory. He also designed Acapulco, a hybrid chair that
references Charlotte Perriand and Le Corbusier. This lounge chair is presented in the
Observatory DMGP. David Ancelin is also considered to be one of the pioneers of
connected art, having previously exhibited a number of times at Palais de Tokyo and
other international museums.

NORA RENAUD
https://norarenaud.work/

https://www.instagram.com/p/BCKtJdxNLvp/?fbclid=IwAR1zxRDHqbni1lU-UebqFHjqArq6Md1cvH2LbDRiKvWzxY92ZPFQa_KgUTM

LINK TO INSTAGRAM VIDEO

The Swiss artist NORA RENAUD questions the future of the internet
with connected objects deprived of their primary function, logos and
acronyms used on the net or social networks : A # on fake fur ,
analogue screen and a relic of smartphone as an interactive piece
possibly ringing the bell of the end of the internet. Nora Renaud is also
recognized for her work as a jewellery and accessory designer.
Archeology of the internet – analog pieces decorative # on fake fur
+ iphone frame ringing the bell of the end of internet

ARNAUD PEPIN-DONAT
http://www.arnaudpepindonat.com

ICE NEBULA - Digitalized drawing by artist
and developper Arnaud Pepin-Donat

Multi-disciplinary artist ARNAUD PEPIN presents Ice Nebula, a digitalised drawing; As a
developer, Arnaud creates augmented reality applications as seen in the case of the dress by
Nao Okawa included in this exhibition, as well as that of the t-shirts designed by
Dejode&Lacombe.
He also works on the DMGP OBSERVATORY the first virtual space for contemporary art
created with a video game design software. He is currently part of an artists residency in
Sweden, a hub which allows him to explore new technologies of design and diverse
applications.

DEVON DIKEOU
http://www.devondikeou.com/

« What’s Love Got To Do With It ? »
Portrait / Repertoire of the Group Show
Ongoing piece since 1995

American conceptual artist DEVON DIKEOU lists the participants of this exhibition
with an analogue piece: « What’s Love Got to do with It ? ». Part of an ongoing work
process, it is a signboard that brings together the members of this exhibition. This
work also acts as the exhibition invitation card, demonstrating a return to the reality
that connects all participants of NET PLUS ULTRA.
Devon Dikeou also edits zingmagazine a contemporary art cult publication based in
New York, since 1995. www.zingmagazine.com
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